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PURE SPORTS DRIVING PLEASURE
In the evolution of IS DNA into a pure sports sedan, the IS
lifts ‘sports driving pleasure’ to a higher plane. The dynamic
styling boldly expresses sporting performance, from the
muscular stance and aggressive signature ‘spindle grille’, to
the sculpted lines of the front and rear lighting. At the core
of the exhilarating performance is a lightweight rigid body
and optimized suspension, the enjoyment boosted by the
tuned engine note, low-set sports driving position, and
smooth sports changes of the 8-speed transmission. Driving
exhilaration is further evolved in the exclusive features of
the F SPORT package. In the spacious cabin this sporting
prowess is complemented by the refined interior design,
integrated multimedia systems, and peace of mind of
advanced safety measures.

Image may vary from local specifications.
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Embrace the flow: Celebrate the spirit of sporting excellence.
Refined function shows through expressive form even
when stationary.

Go straight to the heart: Accelerate and feel your adrenaline surge.
Ride the growing wave of power and excitement.

Take a deep breath: Experience calm in the eye of the storm.
Your interaction with the world flashing by is precise and assured.

Images may vary from local specifications.
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Share the excitement:
There’s ample space for friends and their dreams. An inviting environment deepens comfort and heightens pleasure.
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PERFORMANCE ( IS200t )

01

TURBOCHARGED
PASSION

PERFORMANCE

* VVT-iW: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent Wide.
D-4ST: Direct injection 4 stroke gasoline engine Superior version with Turbo.

03 & 04

02

The Lexus IS delivers much more than a
boost of power.
An all-new turbocharged engine brings
greater levels of horsepower, torque, and
efficiency. When combined with an
intelligent Drive Mode Selector, high
performance disc brakes, and carefully
detailed aerodynamics, spirited driving just
became more dynamic.
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01 / 2.0-liter Direct Injection Turbocharged Engine
This exciting engine combines a compact high-efficiency twin scroll
turbocharger with an Atkinson Cycle engine with Dual VVT-iW to
deliver an exhilarating driving performance and excellent fuel efficiency.
To realize optimum combustion, the innovative D-4ST features both
direct and port injectors. This helps generate high torque from low
through to high RPM ranges, high level responsiveness, as well as
enhancing fuel economy.*

02 / 8-speed Sport Direct Shift A/T
The 8-speed Automatic Transmission gives
better off-the-line acceleration for low
gears while the top gears reduce engine
speed for better fuel economy.

03 / Drive Mode Selector
It integrates control of multiple systems so you
can tune the performance of the IS to suit your
driving style. Selecting Eco Mode changes the
engine output, throttle control and air
conditioning characteristics required for
fuel-efficient eco-driving. Sport/Sport S+ Mode
refines the powertrain settings and amount of EPS
(Electric Power Steering) steering assist for
excellent acceleration and sports steering feel. In
addition, Sport S+ Mode refines the powertrain
and chassis settings for dynamic sports driving.
04 / Start/Stop Control
An idling stop function, which turns off the engine
when the vehicle comes to a complete halt for
ensuring excellent fuel efficiency.

05

05/ Aerodynamics
Careful attention devoted to aerodynamics
contributes to the fuel-efficient performance
and quiet comfort of the cabin, even in
high-speed driving. Aero stabilizing fins on
the front doorframe covers and rear
combination lamps contribute to handling
stability and road tracking performance,
while the aero stabilizing fins on the
underbody covers help smooth airflow
from front to rear under the car, further
reducing drag.
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TECHNOLOGY

FIRMLY
DRIVEN

AGILE DRIVING
Suspension
A key component of the IS’s exhilarating sports driving performance is a suspension system that is both agile yet stable, inspiring confidence with superb grip
and excellent response to steering input. To achieve these demanding and very sports driver-friendly characteristics, each element of the double wishbone front
suspension was fine-tuned, and the stabilizer refined to provide superb steering response and feel, helping to reduce roll while cornering, and contributing to
ride comfort. The multi-link rear suspension was fine-tuned to realize excellent grip performance and steering response, and the coil springs and shock
absorbers mounted separately to provide efficient shock absorption and excellent ride comfort. At the same time, its intelligent layout helps realize ample space
in the luggage compartment.

TECHNOLOGY

The Lexus IS confidently translates
exhilaration into action.
Driver-friendliness in any condition is
maximized by coupling an agile and stable
suspension system with a rigid yet
lightweight chassis. An 8-speed Sport Direct
Shift with paddle shifters further refine the
interaction between driver and car.
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HIGH RIGIDITY

SPORTING RESPONSE

Chassis
The unseen foundation of the IS’s direct and engaging sports handling, stability and ride comfort is a
high rigidity body structure. To achieve the balance of light weight with excellent rigidity that makes this
sports performance possible, it required the adoption of innovative production techniques. They
include the extensive use of body adhesives which enables the joining of panels over an extended area,
and laser screw welding. In combination with the use of hot-stamped and high-tensile steel sheeting for
reinforcement and critical components, the result is a lightweight chassis with outstanding rigidity and
vibration damping characteristics. It provides an excellent foundation for the agile responsive handling
and smooth ride that shape the IS’s sports driving pleasure.

Disc Brakes
High performance ventilated disc brakes
on all four wheels provide the quick,
smooth and linear braking expected
of a Lexus sports sedan. High friction
brake pads further contribute to the
excellent stopping power and braking feel.
The use of lightweight aluminum for brake
components helps to reduce weight,
contributing to fuel efficiency.
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EXTERIOR FEATURES

01

PURPOSEFUL
EXTRAVAGANCE

01 / Multiple LED Headlamps
The multiple LED headlamps and independent LED
DRL (Daytime Running Lamp) featuring the
distinctive Lexus L-shaped arrowhead styling,
contribute to the eye-catching sporty face of the IS.
At night, the energy-efficient LED lamps produce a
high quantity of light for excellent visibility. (Applicable for IS 300h only)

02

02 / Single LED Headlamps
The LED headlamps feature a single-lamp projector
that can switch between low and high beam, and an
auto-leveling system which keeps the
irradiation axis constant. While driving during the
day, the LED DRL increases recognition by
oncoming vehicles and vehicles driving ahead.
(Applicable for IS 200t Premium, IS 200t Luxury
& IS 200t F SPORT only)

03

03 / LED Rear Combination Lamps
The dynamic design of the rear combination lamps
forms a sharp line from the rear wheels to the rear
of the car, and echoes the Lexus L-shaped styling
of the headlamps. The energy-efficient LED tail
and brake lamps provide bright clear signaling.

FEATURES
04

05

The Lexus IS perfectly matches practicality
and luxury.
From the outside and all the way in, expect
to find nothing short of pure craftsmanship.
Light the way with Lexus L-shaped lamps,
be informed with a 10.3-inch Electro
Multi-Vision dashboard display, control
with ease using Remote Touch, and simply
enjoy so much more.
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04 / 18-inch Aluminum Wheels
This unique mesh design is made of 20 individual
spokes that extend from the outer edges of the
rim and connect with each other at the middle.
What you end up with is 10 Lexus L-styled Y
spokes, each inspired by the convergence of
performance and luxury into one outstanding
package.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury only)

05 / 17-inch Aluminum Wheels
This elegant five twisted twin-spoke design
produces a feeling of depth that changes
expression when viewed from different angles. It
promises an inspiring and dynamic drive every
time you approach your car.
(Applicable for IS 200t Premium & IS 300h only)
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Mark Levinson Audio System
The Mark Levinson Premium Surround Sound System features a compact 12-channel amplifier to drive 15 GreenEdge ultra-high
efficiency speakers that generate outstanding output while significantly reducing energy consumption. A 5.1-channel surround system
contributes to the high fidelity, concert hall-quality sound. The Auto Volume System automatically adjusts the audio system volume to
complement the genre of each song as it is played.
(Applicable for IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)

01

Multimedia Coordination Function
This function coordinates the display of information from the multimedia
systems on the High Resolution 10.3-inch EMV (Electro Multi-Vision) display in
the center of the instrument panel and the 4.2-inch TFT (Thin Film Transistor)
multi-information display in the center of the meter cluster. For convenience
and easy control, audio system, incoming mobile calls, and some navigation
information on the EMV display can be displayed on the multi-information
display, and controlled using switches on the steering wheel.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury, IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)
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01 / 7-inch Lexus Display Audio
This system’s 8-direction joystick makes for
convenient operation of the 7-inch display in the
center of the instrument panel.
(Applicable for IS 200t Premium only)

02

02 / Remote Touch
The IS’s user-focused approach to advanced
technology is evident in the simple touch control
of the Remote Touch, which lets users interact
intuitively with the navigation and audio systems
on the High Resolution 10.3-inch EMV display
with the same ease of use as a computer mouse.
Its natural slide operation gives quick response
while scrolling maps and doing route searches.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury,
IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)

03

03 / 2 USB Ports/Mini-jack
The audio system is equipped with two USB
ports, one that enables the playing of music on
connected USB devices in a number of data
formats, including MP3 and WMA (Windows
Media Audio), and one that can be used for
charging smartphones and other devices.
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01

01 / Optitron Meters
The easy-to-read, self-illuminating 2-eye Optitron
meters provide vital driving information at a
glance. The illumination of the multi-information
display in the center of the meters changes color
to highlight the drive mode selected. In Eco and
Normal Modes, it turns a tranquil blue. Switching
to Sport/Sport S or Sport S+ Mode changes the
illumination to a vibrant red.

04

04 / Electrostatic Temperature Control Switches
Highlighting the IS’s leading-edge credentials, the
innovative electrostatic temperature controls
located in the center console enable quick and
intuitive operation of the air conditioner with the
touch of a finger. To optimize individual comfort,
temperature settings for the driver and front
passenger seats can be set separately.
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02

02 / Analog Clock
An understated focal point in the center of the
instrument panel, this elegant analog clock
expresses the Lexus qualities of simplicity,
functionality and precision. The self-illuminating
dial plate with contemporary 3-dimensional
scales is stylish and refined, ensuring excellent
legibility both during the day and at night.

05

05 / 60/40 Split, Fold-down Rear Seatbacks
60/40 split, fold-down rear seatbacks combine
with the ample trunk space to provide versatile
and flexible luggage carrying capacity. The
fold-down mechanism makes it easy to fold down
one or both sides of the 60/40 split rear
seatbacks, to enable the carrying of items
approximately 150cm in length.

03

03 / Accent Stitching
The selection of special material for the meter
hood and use of accent stitching, such as on the
meter hood and knee pads, highlight Lexus
craftsmanship and attention to detail. The finish
with its single line of accent stitching emphasizes
the performance focus of the IS, adding a refined
note to its singular sports driving experience.

06

06 / Trunk Capacity
Balancing exhilarating performance with
thoughtful functionality is the hallmark of Lexus. A
good example is the intelligent layout of the rear
suspension, which contributes to the ample
capacity of the trunk, with room for three full-size
(9.5-inch) golf bags.

07

07 / Quilted Seat Cushions
The renowned Lexus attention to detail, refined
through the sport-focused approach of the IS, is
evident in the quilted seat cushions. Emphasizing
the 3-dimensional feel of the material, they
accentuate the dynamic expression of athletic
strength and sporty ambience of the interior.
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10 / Knee Pads
Complementing the low-set position of the front
seats, knee pads on both sides of the center
console were carefully shaped and positioned to
provide support during sports driving. For the
driver, it contributes to a stable and comfortable
posture during hard driving, and a soft finishing
touch to the snug feeling of the cockpit.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury,
IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)

08

08 / Ventilated Seats
Ventilated seats for the front seats provide
individual comfort. They use an integrated
blower-type fan that provides quick and powerful
performance, pushing air through the seatback
and seat cushion to eliminate the humid feeling
associated with leather seats.
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11 / Power Front Seats
The front seats have 8-way power adjustments to
let individuals with a wide range of physiques
tailor the optimum position of comfort and
support required for focused sports driving. The
adjustments include slide, tilt, lifter and recline.
The driver’s seat also features lumbar support
adjustment.

09

09 / Leather Steering Wheel
Providing a comfortable grip for sports control,
the stylish design features a large circular pad in
the center that contrasts with the thin metallic
base plate. The prominent Lexus L emblem and
quality leather finish add a luxury touch to the IS
sports driving experience.

12

12 / Power Rear Window Sunshade
Power controls for this convenient sunshade make
it easy to provide shade and privacy in the rear
seats. For a clear field of view when reversing, it
automatically retracts when reverse gear is
engaged.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury, IS 200t F SPORT
& IS 300h only)
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SAFETY

01

02

SECURELY
PREPARED
01 / Blind Spot Monitor System (BSM)
One of the advanced safety systems that
help drivers feel at home behind the wheel in
sports and daily driving, this system uses
quasi-millimeter-wave radars mounted in the
rear bumper to detect vehicles in adjacent
lanes that are not visible in the door mirrors.
The moment a vehicle enters this blind spot,
the driver is warned by an indicator in the
relevant door mirror. (Applicable for IS 200t
Luxury, IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)

SAFETY
03

02 / Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
To assist safe reversing, RCTA uses quasi-millimeter-wave radars in the
rear bumper to detect approaching vehicles in difficult-to-see areas behind
the vehicle. When an approaching vehicle is detected, RCTA alerts the
driver using a buzzer and indicator in the relevant door mirror.
(Applicable for IS 200t Luxury, IS 200t F SPORT & IS 300h only)

04

The Lexus IS never compromises in any
driving situation.
Only one thing can compete with the sheer
performance of the car – uncompromising
safety. From integrated Rear Cross Traffic
Alert and Blind Spot Monitor systems, to 10
SRS airbags and a Pop Up Hood for
pedestrians, nothing is left to chance.

03 / PUH (Pop Up Hood)
The innovative PUH provides pedestrian
protection in the event of a frontal collision, and at
the same time enables a sporty design with a low
hood line. When the sensors mounted in the front
bumper determine that the vehicle has collided
with a pedestrian, the hood instantly pops up to
create a space to absorb the impact force.

04 / Ten SRS airbags
The IS features ten SRS airbags together with
pretensioners and force limiters of the front
seatbelts. The front occupants are protected by
dual-stage SRS driver airbag, dual-stage SRS
front passenger airbag, SRS knee airbags and
SRS side airbags. SRS curtain shield airbags
cover the front and rear door windows.*

Image may vary from local specifications.
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F SPORT

EXCLUSIVE
PRECISION
Feed the passion: Indulge your love of sport.
Much more than an attitude, it’s a performance-focused way of life.

F SPORT

The Lexus IS can take next-level sportiness up
a few notches.
Step into a world of greater performance with
Adaptive Variable Suspension, full-faced
mesh grille and interior upgrades like
eye-catching LFA-inspired gauges and
bolstered sport seats. Even the trimmings and
exterior color get an F SPORT only option.

Acclaim perfection: Exhilaration unites body and
soul. Every part plays its role in forging an assured
harmony in motion.

Images may vary from local specifications.
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F SPORT

01

01 / F SPORT Exclusive Suspension
The F SPORT suspension was designed to deliver damping characteristics that suit sports driving sensibilities, giving a natural feeling in response to the
road conditions and vehicle behavior. To achieve this, exclusive tuning was made to both the double wishbone front suspension and multi-link rear
suspension, including the coil springs, shock absorbers and other components, together with the EPS. In addition, AVS intelligently controls the damping
force of the shock absorbers on all four wheels in response to driver input and road surface conditions, helping to achieve natural smooth changes in
vehicle behavior.*
* EPS: Electric Power Steering.
AVS: Adaptive Variable Suspension.

02

02 / Exclusive Front Bumper & Grille
The bold aggressive face of the F SPORT
package with dramatic ‘spindle grille’ exudes
high performance. The exclusive grille design
has a high pinch point, changing mesh shape
from top to bottom, and large lower grille which,
together with brake ducts in the front bumper,
draws in large volumes of air for cooling.
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03

03 / 18-inch Aluminum Wheels
From the road up, the F SPORT package
aggressively states its intent. The exclusive
F SPORT wheels feature a taut Y-shape spoke
design that originated in the Lexus LFA
supercar, marking this F SPORT as a direct
inheritor of the LFA bloodline, and powerfully
expressing its performance characteristics.

04

04 / F SPORT Emblem
The F SPORT emblems on the front fenders
confirm the sports driving heritage of the
F SPORT and highlight its motorsport-inspired
DNA, seen in the aggressive design influences
and advanced sports driving features such as
the exclusive meter and wheels inherited directly
from the Lexus LFA.
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F SPORT

16
01

03

03 / F SPORT Front Seats
The low-set front sports seats were made using an
innovative ‘integrated foaming’ process that firmly
attaches the internal foam to the seat upholstery,
eliminating wrinkles and movement of the
upholstery. They provide firm support and
excellent holding performance under the lateral
G forces of sports driving, as well as refined
comfort.

04

04 / Wedge Metal Trim
The F SPORT expression of the Lexus design
philosophy of ‘Intriguing Elegance’, seen in the
refined finish throughout the cabin, is exemplified
by the exclusive trim. The thinly machined metal
film is finished with a fine 3D-patterned surface,
creating a sophisticated visual depth that adds a
subtle sporting aura to the interior.

05

05 / F SPORT Shift Lever
Embodying a keen focus on sports driving
pleasure, the exclusive shift lever highlights the
desire for both sports precision – realized in the
short stroke of the shift lever and rounded
easy-to-grip shape of the shift knob that supports
fast intuitive operation; and luxury – seen in the
bright silver and dimpled leather finish of the shift
knob.

01 / F SPORT Instrument Panel
A highlight of the sports-focused driving environment, the exclusive 3-spoke F SPORT steering wheel was designed for precise sporting control. Close
attention was paid to the cross section shape for excellent feel and grip in the driver’s hands, and is complemented by the dimpled leather finish. Integrated
paddle shift switches are also available for dynamic manual gear changes that are at the heart of authentic sports driving.

02

02 / F SPORT Exclusive Meter/Multi-information Display
A sophisticated instrumentation interface brings the driver and the IS together for a dynamic sports driving experience. The innovative meter is a direct
evolution of the groundbreaking design and functionality of the meter in the Lexus LFA. The single dial takes center stage with a combination of Lexus
sophistication and cutting-edge precision. In addition to showing information in a clear and logical manner, the meter ring display changes to reflect the
drive mode selected. When the driver activates the multi-information system, the ring slides to the side to display additional information including a turbo
boost meter with oil temperature and pressure gauges.
Note: The photo of the multi-information display shows a readout for the IS 200t only.
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06

06 / Aluminum Pedals
The aluminum pedals highlight the strong
influence of motorsport design heritage in the
development of the F SPORT package. The
drilled metal pedals with rubber insets to prevent
slipping, give a bold dynamic to the feeling of
sporting control.

07

07 / Exclusive Scuff Plates
Refined details throughout the cabin project an
aggressive image of sports performance,
providing deft touches that enhance the F SPORT
driving experience. One example is the black
Lexus logo inscribed in the scuff plates that ignites
your expectations the moment you open the door.
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HYBRID TECHNOLOGY (IS 300h)

EFFORTLESS
EFFICIENCY

HYBRID

The Lexus IS tackles emissions as hard as it
tackles the curves.
The best of both worlds is truly attainable with
a little help from Lexus Hybrid Drive
technology. Together with regenerative
braking, a compact battery pack and
intelligent valve timing control, eco-friendly
driving is achieved without sacrificing power.

Hybrid System
Giving you the best of both worlds, dynamic sports driving and exceptional environmental performance, the Lexus
Hybrid Drive intelligently combines the power of a highly-efficient 2.5-liter, 4-cylinder Atkinson Cycle gasoline
engine, with the electric power from a high-output motor to provide a beautifully smooth and balanced drive.

THE POWER OF
Image may vary from local specifications.
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HYBRID TECHNOLOGY (IS 300h)

01

01 / 2.5-liter 4-cylinder Engine
Designed exclusively for hybrid models, this
2.5-liter Atkinson Cycle engine integrates
advanced technologies that include a D-4S fuel
injection system and Dual VVT-i, enabling it to
generate high power output together with
excellent fuel efficiency. It also contributes to the
deep quiet in the cabin which is a Lexus hallmark.*
* D-4S: Direct-injection 4-stroke Superior version.
VVT-i: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent.

04

02

02 / Power Control Unit
The brain of the Lexus Hybrid Drive, it optimizes
control of DC electricity from the battery and AC
electricity for driving the motor and generator. It
also boosts battery voltage for extracting maximum
power from the motor and generator. Integrating
the unit with the DC-DC converter contributes to
its compact form, and enhances available space in
the trunk.

05

03

03 / Compact Battery
The compact form of the battery pack enables
installation under the trunk space deck,
contributing to the ample space. The use of
advanced materials and optimal layout of
components contribute to excellent cooling
performance and quietness. Strategic structural
reinforcements around the battery help ensure
safety performance.

06

Rear Styling
The lower rear bumper was designed specifically for hybrid models. The unique bumper design
conceals the dual tailpipes, further contributing to the distinctive hybrid identity.

04 / ASC (Active Sound Control)
To provide the driver with feedback and enhance
hybrid driving pleasure, in response to accelerator
pedal or paddle shift switch operation, this system
complements the sound of the engine with an
electronic engine acceleration and deceleration
sound from an exclusive speaker, even when the
engine is not running.

05 / Regenerative Braking
The intelligent energy efficiency of the hybrid
system is exemplified by the regenerative brake
system. It activates the motor as a generator while
decelerating and braking, converting the moving
vehicle’s kinetic energy into electric energy and
using it to charge the battery.

06 / Hybrid System Indicator
To help support eco-friendly driving, which is
determined by the combined output of motor and
engine, the indicator displays the real time status of
the hybrid system output and regeneration in areas
that show ‘Charge’, ‘Eco’ and ‘Power’ operation.

THE POWER OF
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SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE

IS 200t Premium

IS 200t Luxury

IS 200t F SPORT

In-line 4, 16-valve, Twin-scroll Turbo Charger

Type

IS 300h

Finishing
Steering

Displacement

cc

1,998

2,494

Bore & Stroke

mm

86.0 x 86.0

90.0 x 98.0

10.0 : 1

13.0 : 1

Max. Output

hp / rpm

241 / 5,800

178 / 6,000

Max. Torque

Nm / rpm

350 / 1,650 - 4,400

221 / 4,200 - 5,400

Compression Ratio

INTERIOR

16V DOHC In-line 4

sec

7.0

8.5

Push Start Ignition

Top Speed

km/h

230

200

F SPORT Combination Meter

With

With (Hybrid Eco Start / Stop)

Drive Wheels

Rear Wheel Drive

IS 200t Luxury

IS 200t F SPORT

IS 300h

Film & Leather

Wood & Leather

Metal Film & Leather

Wood & Leather

3-spoke, Leather

3-spoke, Leather

3-spoke, Leather
(F SPORT)

3-spoke, Leather

Adjustment

Acceleration 0-100km/h
Auto Start / Stop System

Type

IS 200t Premium

Power Tilt & Telescopic

Multi-Function Switches

With

Paddle Shift

With
With
Without
With

Zone

Dual-Zone Automatic Climate Control

Rear Vents

HYBRID SYSTEM
System Combined Output

kW (hp)

–

164 kW (220 hp)

Motor

Max. Output

–

105 kW

Inside Rear View Mirror
Lamps

With
Electro Chromic

Manual
Front Personal Lamp

With

Max. Torque

–

300 Nm

Rear Personal Lamp

With

Maximum System Voltage

V

–

650

Luggage Room Lamp

With

Battery

Type

–

NiMH

Glove Box Lamp

With

Modules

–

192 cells

Front Door Courtesy Lamp

With

Sun Visors
CHASSIS
Transmission

Electronically-controlled
Continuously Variable
Transmission (E-CVT)

8-speed Sport Direct Shift A/T
Suspension

Brakes

Audio System
Screen Display

Ventilated Disc

Solid Disc

Front

With

Rear

With

Active Sound Control (ASC)

225/45 R17

With

Spare Tire

225/45 R17 (Runflat)

Temporary Tire
17” Alloy

Wheels

18” Alloy

Without

Shift Lever/Knob

17” Alloy

Drive Mode Selector

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
Overall

Tread

Length

mm

Width

mm

1,810

Height

mm

1,430

Wheelbase

mm

2,800

Front

mm

Rear

mm

1,540

1,550

kg

1,620

1,635

kg

2,125

2,145

Boot Capacity

Liter

480

450

Fuel Tank Capacity

Liter

66

Min. Turning Radius

m

5.2

EXTERIOR
Single LED
With

Washer

With

LED Daytime Running Lamps

ECO / NORMAL /
SPORT / SPORT S+ /
CUSTOMIZE

ECO / NORMAL / SPORT

Without

ECO / NORMAL /
SPORT / EV

With
With

Vehicle Dynamic Integrated Management (VDIM)

With

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

With

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

With

Brake Assist (BA)

With

Vehicle Stability Control System (VSC)

With

Traction Control (TRC)

With

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

With

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

With

Tire Pressure Warning System (TPWS)
Blind Spot Monitor & Rear Cross Traffic Alert (BSM & RCTA)
Parking Sensor (Front & Rear)

With
Without

With
With

Full LED

Rear Fog Lamp

With
Rain Sensor

Without

With

Intermittent Wipers

With

Dual Outlet Chrome Exhaust Tips

With

Smart Entry System
Side Mirrors

With
Leather

With

Rear Combination Lamps
Wipers

Multiple LED

Auto-leveling

60:40 Split Folding

SAFETY

Gross Vehicle Weight

Type

Type
Center Armrest

(Active)

Curb Weight

Headlamps

With
Driver & Passenger

Bluetooth

1,535
1,550

10-way Power Seat with Memory
8-way Power Seat

Back Pocket

Navigation System

4,680

10-way Power Seat

Ventilation & Heater
Rear

225/40 R18 (Front) + 255/35 R18 (Rear)

Smooth Leather
Driver
Passenger

Rack & Pinion
EPS

Power Steering Type
Tires

Material
Front

Without

10.3” EMV
2 USB Ports and AUX

Without

Steering Gear Type

Mark Levinson Premium Surround System, 15-speaker,
In-Dash 1 DVD

7” LDA

External Audio Terminal
Seats

With

Front Performance Rod

With
Lexus Premium Audio 10-Speaker, In-Dash 1 DVD

Without

Ventilated Disc

Front
Rear

Stabilizer Bar

Foot Pedal Type

Analog Clock

Normal

With
With (Auto Up & Down)

Multi-link
With

Aluminum

Power Window

Double Wishbone
Without

Normal
Without

Parking Brake

Rear
Adaptive Suspension

With Mirror, Lamp, Ticket Holder

Pedals
Power Rear Sunshade

Front

Without

With

Cruise Control
Air Conditioner

30

With

Multi Information Display (MID)

Concealed
With

Electric Fold (Heater)

Auto Fold (Electro Chromic, Heater & Memory)
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SPECIFICATIONS

SAFETY

IS 200t Premium

IS 200t Luxury

IS 200t F SPORT

IS 300h

(Passive)
SRS Airbag

10 (With Rear Side Airbags)

Reverse Camera
Speed Auto Central Locking
Seatbelts

With

Without
With
Front

3 Point ELR with Pretensioner & Force Limiter

Rear

3 Point ELR (with Pretensioner & Force Limiter for Outboard Seats)

ISOFIX

With (Rear)

SECURITY
Alarm System

Immobilizer & Intrusion Sensor

OWNING A LEXUS IS A JOURNEY
IN ITSELF, ONE THAT IS JUDGED
N O T BY M I L E A G E B U T BY T H E
COUNTLESS PRICELESS MOMENTS.
BEGIN
BEGINYOUR JOURNEY THE RIGHT WAY WITH QUALITY SERVICES DESIGNED TO ENHANCE YOUR LEXUS EXPERIENCE.

CAPITAL SERVICES
LEXUS believes that perfection lies in the details. When you purchase
a LEXUS, you will experience service like no other. LEXUS CAPITAL
offers you flexible financial services that enable you to be in full control
of your finances, as always. Applying for financing can be handled
quickly and conveniently at all LEXUS showrooms.

1,535mm
1,810mm

1,430mm

1,550mm (17-inch wheels)
1,540mm (18-inch wheels)

INSURANCE

2,800mm

LEXUS INSURANCE is a comprehensive motor insurance packaged
by LEXUS to provide LEXUS owners with tailored insurance coverage
for damages to the owner’s vehicle as well as any liabilities incurred by
the third party.

LEXUS ASSIST is a 24-hour roadside assistance service provided
by LEXUS. You’re assured of reliable assistance via this exclusive
program aimed at creating a hassle-free driving experience.

ACCESS
LEXUS ACCESS is a comprehensive vehicle leasing program
designed to bring you even closer to driving a LEXUS. Complementing
our Flexi Plan and Islamic Financing Plan, LEXUS ACCESS offers you
yet another option to experience the perfection embodied by a LEXUS.

4,680mm

Terms and conditions apply.
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ASSIST

Note:
• LEXUS MALAYSIA, a division of UMW Toyota Motor Sdn. Bhd. reserves the right to alter any details of speciﬁcations
and equipment without notice. Details of speciﬁcations and equipment are also subject to change to suit local condition
and requirements.
• Vehicle, equipment and speciﬁcations pictured in this catalog may vary from models available locally.
• Vehicle body and accessory colors might differ slightly from the printed photos in the leaﬂet.
• 5-years warranty from the date of ﬁrst registration with unlimited mileage. Terms and conditions apply.

LEXUS JOHOR
LEXUS MELAKA
LEXUS SG. BESI
LEXUS MUTIARA DAMANSARA
LEXUS IPOH
LEXUS PENANG

LEXUS KUCHING

LEXUS MUTIARA DAMANSARA No. 6, Jalan PJU 7/2, Mutiara Damansara, 47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor. Tel: 03-7710 5655.
LEXUS SUNGAI BESI No. 314, Jalan Sungai Besi, 57100 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-9222 2268.
LEXUS PENANG No. 26, Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah, 10050 Pulau Pinang. Tel: 04-250 3888.
LEXUS IPOH No. 91, Jalan Tunku Abdul Rahman (Jalan Kuala Kangsar), 30010 Ipoh, Perak. Tel: 05-506 6688.
LEXUS MELAKA No. 2A, Jalan Autocity 6, Persiaran Autocity, 75450 Ayer Keroh, Melaka. Tel: 06-233 0088.
LEXUS JOHOR No. 77, Jalan Geroda 1, Off Jalan Cenderawasih, Larkin, 80350 Johor Bahru, Johor. Tel: 07-233 7777.
LEXUS KUCHING Lot 12648, Block 16, KCLD, Jalan Datuk Tawi Sli, 93250 Kuching, Sarawak. Tel: 082-466 199.
Toll Free Line: 1-800-88-53987 (Monday - Friday, 8.00am - 5.30pm)

EXTERIOR COLORS

Graphite Black GF (223)

Sonic Titanium (1J7)

White Nova GF (083)
*Exclusive for F SPORT only

Platinum Silver (1J4)

Madder Red (3T2)

Sonic Quartz (085)
*Not applicable for F SPORT

Heat Blue CL (8X1)
*Exclusive for F SPORT only

EXTERIOR COLOR

CODE

White Nova GF

083

Sonic Titanium

1J7

Sonic Quartz

085

Platinum Silver

1J4

Heat Blue CL

8X1

Madder Red

3T2

Graphite Black GF

223
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_

IS 200t Luxury
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IS 300h

_
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INTERIOR COLORS
(SMOOTH LEATHER)

(TRIM)

Chateau

Black

Dark Rose
(F SPORT package)

Black
(F SPORT package)

MATERIAL
Leather Type

CODE

_

Wedge Metal (F SPORT package)

IS 200t Premium

IS 200t Luxury

IS 200t F SPORT

IS 300h

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth

_
_

_
_
_
_
_

_
_

INTERIOR / TRIM COLOR
Black / Black Metallic

24/21

Chateau / Black Metallic

11

Chateau / Laser Line Wood

12

Black / Laser Line Wood

22

Noble Brown / Laser Line Wood

42

Black / Wedge Metal

23/25

Dark Rose / Wedge Metal

33/35

Black Metallic

Laser Line Wood

Noble Brown
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